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1 Abstractas 
 

 

Snow Cover is an essential climate variable.  Indicators of trends in the temporal and spatial patterns of 

snow cover are increasingly used to both monitoring climate variability and change and quantifying 

regional environmental conditions.  However, the choice and accuracy of the indicators are often 

determined by the input snow cover data.  A survey of snow cover indicators is performed to identify 

both those that would satisfy user requirements over Canada in addition to the current practices for 

international reporting.  Four different input data sets are then used to generate snow cover indicators 

over a five year period (2006-2010): the Canadian Meteorological Centre snow depth analysis with 

systematic in-situ measurements; cloud free MODIS MOD10C1 snow cover product; NOAA Interactive 

Mapping Service 4km snow cover product; and CCRS/CMC snow cover product that assimilated both 

CMC inputs and NOAA AVHRR satellite imagery.  Then snow cover indicators, including snow cover 

onset and melt are evaluated through their sensitivity to documented data uncertainties, by comparison 

to continuous monitored in-situ sites, and through inter-comparison. Recommendations for suitable 

indicators as a function of input dataset are provided. 

 

2 Introduction 
 

Snow cover is an essential climate variable and an important component of the Earth’s radiation balance 

due to its high albedo relative to other land surface conditions [GCOS].  The high water content and low 

thermal conductivity of snow packs has a significant influence on ecosystem and hydrological processes 

[Armstrong et al., 2009].  Snow cover also impacts transportation and winter sport opportunities.  

Indicators of trends in the temporal and spatial patterns of snow cover are increasingly used to both 

monitoring climate variability and change and assessing regional environmental conditions.   
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Literature review suggests that a wide spectrum of studies has been conducted to assess the impact of 

temporal trends in snow cover on the earth’s climate and earth surface elements. In these studies, a 

number of snow cover indicators (see Table 1 for definitions adopted in our study) including snow cover 

onset date (SCOD), snow cover melt date (SCMD), snow cover duration (SCD), snow cover extent 

(SCE), snow depth (SD), snow water equivalent (SWE), and others have been developed and used in 

various environmental monitoring applications. Most applications use more than one indicator in their 

practices. Many studies have assessed the impact of either historical or projected climate change on 

snow cover dynamics.  These studies reveal that some snow cover indicators (e.g., SCD and SCE) 

exhibit substantial interannual variability when considering historical measurements over the past 100 

years to the extent [Frey et al. 2006] although statistically significant decreasing trends have been found 

in the Arctic [Kelly et al., 2005; Brown & Mote, 2009, Vanham & Rauch, 2009; Brown et al., 2010; 

Campbell et al., 2010; Liston & Hiemstra, 2011].  In spite of substantial interannual variability, snow 

cover indicators are expected to be sensitive to projected changes in 21st century climate. A range of 

studies indicate that with projected climate change, SCD is expected to be shorter, SD expected to 

decrease, and SCMD expected to advance relative to 20th century conditions [Kelly et al., 2005; Brown 

& Mote, 2009, Vanham & Rauch, 2009; Brown et al., 2010; Campbell et al., 2010; Liston & Hiemstra, 

2011].  

 

The snowpack plays a significant role in ecosystem by regulating soil temperature, moisture and other 

biophysical or biochemical processes underneath. Studies have found that plant phenology and variation 

[Euskirchen et al., 2007; Wipf et al., 2009; Munoz Jimenez & Garcia Romero, 2009], and wildlife (e.g., 

boreal duck population) [Drever et al. 2012,] are closely associated with snow cover trends. For example, 

Garcia-Romero et al., [2010] observed over the xx region, a significant reduction in rainfall volume and 

SCD in the presence of increasing air and soil temperature, resulted in plant type replacement – 

herbaceous plants that are highly correlated with a long snow permanence and abundant of snow melting 
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water have been replaced by leguminous shrubs which grow away from the influence of snow. Drever 

et al. [2012] used SCD as a proxy for phenological timing of wetland ecosystems to examine how SCD 

during spring and during the entire snow season affect population dynamics of duck species breeding in 

the western boreal forest of North America. They concluded that population growth rates of scaup and 

scoter were positively linked to spring SCD. 

 

Snow cover and its dynamics have strong influences on hydrological process. For some regions, snow 

is an important source of water supply, either for river flow, ground water recharge, or soil moisture for 

agricultural production. Snow cover indicators are used to assess the impact of snow cover variability 

and change on river flow and water resources management. Studies found that shorter SCD or earlier 

SCMD usually results in increased water flow in winter and decrease in spring and summer, and has 

effect on water availability and groundwater recharge [Vanham & Rauch, 2009; Vanham et al., 2009]. 

Study also finds that variation in SWE represent the second largest component in variations in water 

supply over the arid northwestern China [Li, 1999]. Wang & Xie [2009] suggested that SCD, SCOD, 

SCMD and SCE together can provide critical information on spatial variation of snow conditions, and 

for local water agencies for planning water use and management of snow-caused disaster. 

 

Snow cover data are also used in the study of many other areas such as ground temperature, permafrost, 

and tourism etc. For example, it is revealed that decreasing SCD would result in permafrost degradation 

[Tanarro Garcia et al., 2010], and the ground thermal regime is sensitive to variations in the timing and 

duration of seasonal snow cover. A modelling study over the Alaskan North Slope found that a 10-day 

delay in SCOD and SCMD would result in an 2degree decrease in annual ground temperature within 

the first 1 m [Ling & Zhang, 2003]. The presence of snow (period between SCOD and SCMD) enables 

the development of winter tourism and snow-related activities [Gajic-Capka, 2011]. Study also finds the 
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interconnetions between snow cover variations, spontaneous avalanche and avalanche accidents [Valt 

et al., 2009].  

 

The studies reviewed indicate consistency in the definition of the snow cover indicators used.  However, 

there is substantial variability in the spatial and temporal resolution of input snow cover information 

used for these indicators.  The variability is especially evident when considering observational snow 

cover datasets [Brown 2008] that are increasingly used for regional climate impact and trend studies.   

Here, we focus on the sensitivity of four snow cover indicators (SCOD, SCMD, SCD in spring, SCD in 

fall) to four difference input snow cover datasets for climate zones across Canada: 1) Canadian 

Meteorological Centre (CMC) snow depth analysis with systematic in-situ measurements (Brown and 

Brasnett, 2002); 2) CCRS/CMC snow cover product that assimilates both CMC inputs and NOAA 

AVHRR satellite imagery (Fernandes et al., 2012)  3) cloud free MODIS MOD10C1 snow cover product 

(Hall et al., 2002); and 4) NOAA Interactive Mapping System 4 km snow cover product (NOAA 2008). 

Indicators generated from the datasets are evaluated over a five year period in terms of their sensitivity 

to documented dataset uncertainties, by comparison to continuous monitored in-situ sites, and through 

inter-comparison. Recommendations based on the study for suitable indicators as a function of input 

dataset are discussed and provided in the following sections. 

Table 1. Snow cover indicators and definitions [Arctic Climate Impact Assessment, 2006]. 

Indicator Definition Unit 

Snow Cover Onset Day of year of the first 14 day period with at 

least 12  snow cover days 

Day of year 

Snow Cover Melt Day of year of the first 14 day period after 

snow cover season with at least 12 snow free 

days 

Day of year 

Snow cover 

duration in fall 

Number of days of snow cover between 

August-January 

Day 

Snow cover 

duration in spring 

Number of days of snow cover between 

February-July 

Day 
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3 Methods and Datasets 
 

3.1 Datasets 
 

Three snow cover products (CCRS, NOAA, MODIS) with high spatial resolution (0.05degrees to 1km) 

and temporal resolution (daily) are explored for the snow cover indicator study.  In addition the CMC 

24km spatial resolution daily snow depth product is also used primarily as it relies on only in-situ 

observations rather than satellite data.  The datasets are summarized in Table 2 and some detailed 

description can be found below. 

 

Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC) Northern Hemisphere daily snow depth: This data set consists 

of Northern Hemisphere daily snow depth analysis data processed by the Canadian Meteorological 

Centre. Snow depth is monitored in-situ at climate stations operated by the Meteorological Service of 

Environment Canada, Canadian provinces and territories and some local weather networks.  Snow depth 

data obtained from surface synoptic observations (SYNOPS), meteorological aviation reports 

(METARS), and special aviation reports (SAs) were acquired from the World Meteorological 

Organization (WMO) information system and used in the CMC analyses.  Specifically, station data from 

the United States of America are included within the snow depth analysis at the boundaries of Canadian 

Territory. These snow depth measurements are taken, usually daily, at each station using either a ruler 

or an automatic depth gauge.  The recorded measurement corresponds to the average snow depth 

rounded to the nearest centimeter except where the value would fall below 2cm.  In this case it is 

recorded as a trace snow depth.  These measurements provide high accuracy but with limited spatial 

coverage ranging from about 25m diameter for manual methods to about 1m for automatic methods. 

The CMC analysis combines daily snow depth measurements with a background snow depth estimate 

based on the CMC daily snowpack model using a spatially weighted optimal interpolation scheme.  As 
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such, regions with dense measurement networks will tend towards the in-situ snow depth while other 

regions will tend to an estimate driven by output of the CMC GEM weather model analysis.   

 

Canada Centre for Remote Sensing AVHRR/CMC snow cover dataset (CCRS): The dataset is generated 

by assimilation of daily cloud screened NOAA AVHRR satellite imagery and CMC snow depth analysis 

snow depth and density fields within an off-line version of the CMC daily snow depth model.  The snow 

depth model is modified to include snowpack reflectance model and a surface radiative transfer scheme 

that relates vegetation and snowpack reflectance to top-of-canopy bi-directional reflectance.  A logistic 

vegetation phenology model is used to parameterize temporal dynamics of canopy leaf area index.   A 

per-pixel particle filter with a 30 day moving window is applied to assimilation observations 

corresponding to 1km resolution visible band directional reflectance and normalized difference 

vegetation index and 24km CMC daily snow depth and monthly snow density fields.  The assimilation 

is forced using daily 2m air temperature and surface precipitation fields also used to produce the CMC 

snow depth analysis and satellite acquisition geometry.  The system produces daily snow maps of snow 

cover fraction at 1km resolution over Canada that were sub-sampled at 4km to facilitate processing the 

multi-year dataset.    

 

NOAA Interactive Multi-sensor Snow and Ice Mapping System North Hemisphere daily 4km snow 

cover products (NOAA): The dataset has 4km spatial resolution with daily coverage. NOAA consists of 

an interactive workstation for snow cover mapping by a snow analyst with tools for overlaying and 

interpolating snow cover information from a variety of data streams. The system relies mainly on visible 

satellite imagery but is augmented by station observations and passive microwave data [National Ice 

Center, 2008]. NOAA daily 4km snow cover data are only from 2004 and archived and distributed at 

National Snow & Ice Data Centre (NSIDC). More detailed description of NOAA snow cover mapping 
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system can be found in Ramsay [1998] and Helfrich et al. [2007]. The main snow cover information is 

coded in the product as 1 (land), 2 (water), 3 (snow) and 4 (ice). 

 

MODIS MOD10C1: MODIS snow products are provided as a suite of products beginning with a swath 

product, and progressing, through spatial and temporal transformations, to daily 0.05° global-gridded 

products. MODIS snow cover mapping algorithms, using visible, near-infrared, and thermal sensors, are 

automated thus reducing or eliminating biases due to human subjectivity. MODIS MOD10C1 is a daily 

global climate modeling grid (CMG) snow product at 0.05° resolution, which is about 5.6-km resolution 

at the Equator. Snow cover extent is mapped by processing the MODIS MOD10A1 products (a tile of 

daily snow cover maps at 500m spatial resolution), approximately 320 tiles of land data, for a day into 

the CMG. Snow cover extent is expressed as a percentage of snow observed in a grid cell of the CMG 

at 0.05° resolution based on the MOD10A1 cells at 500m mapped into a grid cell.  A corresponding map 

of cloud cover percentage is also generated and stored. The snow and cloud percentage arrays can be 

used together to get a comprehensive view of snow and cloud extents for a day. Since the cells of the 

CMG may contain mixed features an expression of confidence in the extent of snow cover is determined 

and stored along with other QA data [Hall et al, 2002]. Since 2000 MODIS snow products are archived 

and distributed from NSIDC. 
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Table 2.  Summary of datasets used in the generation of snow cover indicators. 

Product 

Acronym 

Description Temporal 

Coverage 

Spatial  and 

Temporal 

Resolution 

Reference 

CMC 4 Snow depth (cm) March 12, 

1998 – on 

going 

24km, 

daily 

Brown, R. D. 

and Brasnett 

B. (2010) 

CCRS Snow cover fraction within 

grid cell. 

2006 - 

2010 

 

1km (sub-

sampled at 

4km),daily 

Fernandes et 

al. (2012) 

NOAA Snow free water, snow free 

land, snow covered surface 

or ice covered surface 

within grid cell. 

February 

23, 2004 – 

on going 

 

4km, daily National Ice 

Center (2008) 

MODIS Snow cover fraction of 

cloud free pixels within  

grid cell. 

February 

24, 2000 – 

on going 

 

 

0.05°,daily Hall et al. 

(2002) 

 

 

5 Methods 
 

The recorded snow cover or snow depth values for each product were converted to a binary daily snow 

cover or snow free status.  The NOAA product conversion was straight forwards with class 1 (water) 

and class 2 (snow free land) labelled as snow free and class 3 (snow covered surface) and class 4 (ice 

covered surface) labelled as snow covered.  Both the CCRS and MODIS products required a conversion 

from snow cover fraction to a binary snow cover status.  Here a snow cover fraction less than 10% was 

assigned to a snow free status; otherwise the status was set to snow covered.  The 10% threshold was 

selected for two reasons.  Firstly, accuracy assessment of both products indicate an uncertainty on the 

order of 10% when 100% snow cover is mapped in open areas (Simic et al. 2003).  Since both products 

are based on an ensemble estimate (CCRS is based on an ensemble of >100 particle filter solutions for 

a pixel, MODIS is based on up to 100 pixels in each 0.05degree grid cell) we expect approximately 10% 

of pixels to be incorrectly labelled.  Ideally, the labelling error would balance out but the worst case 
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would be a 10% bias in snow cover fraction.  Secondly, the threshold is set close to 0% snow cover 

since all satellite products will tend to correspond to snow cover status in sub-pixel open areas rather 

than canopy masked areas.  We assume that snow remains in canopies later than in open areas so a 

threshold close to 0% snow cover fraction will potentially reduce this bias.    CMC represented the most 

ambiguous dataset to convert to a binary snow cover state variable.  Firstly, the relationship between 

snow depth and snow cover can vary substantially with surface topography and vegetation.  Secondly, 

the snow depth will be representative of the small (<25m radius) spatial support in-situ measurements 

that are typically taken in open areas where a zero snow depth may not be representative of snow 

conditions in nearby forests.  Thirdly, the 24km CMC grid cells indicates substantial potential for 

topographic effects causing sub-grid biases in snow depth.  Based on Brown et al [2008] we use a 2cm 

threshold below which the grid cell is assumed snow free.  But, recognizing the potential for substantial 

local uncertainties with this threshold we only compare CMC based indicators to other products’ 

indicators at the climate zone level.  The assumption being that the uncertainties will tend to cancel 

when aggregated over thousands of 24km grid cells. 

 

In this study, snow cover indicators are first generated for every grid, and then spatially averaged into 

the eleven climate regions spanning Canada (Fig. 1).   Climate regions were selected for comparison 

units for three reasons.  Firstly, each product will have random uncertainties related to input datasets 

that will propagate to the indicator derived for a single grid cell.  Such random errors may average out 

over a long (e.g. 30 year) temporal interval but may persist in our limited 5 year study period if spatial 

averaging was not performed.  Secondly, it is expected a priori that climate zones will tend to have 

similar snow cover indicator trends so averaging within a zone will tend to amplify rather than smooth 

systematic differences between products.   Finally, as our review indicates, snow cover indicators are 

increasingly used for regional applications.  The use of climate zones represents a first level of spatial 

partitioning into geographical units of relevance for impact studies.  As such, our results may indicate 
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regions where there is consistency between indicators (and hence greater confidence in using any one 

of the indicators) and regions where lower consistency may indicate need for more details (perhaps 

longer term) evaluation of the input products.   With these averaged indicators for each climate zone, 

we conducted the detailed analysis and inter-comparison of the indicators to reveal the spatial and 

temporal of trends of snow cover indicators over the Canadian climate regions within the 5-year period 

(2006-2010), which are described in Section 3. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Canadian climate zones.  
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After conversion to binary snow cover status using the rules provided in Table 3, each product was 

reprojected into the 4km resolution Lambert conformal conic projection used for the CCRS product.  

Considering the differences in spatial resolution and projections between products comparisons of 

derived indicators were then either performed qualitatively when dealing with maps or quantitatively 

at a climate zone level.   

 

Table 3.  Snow cover definitions. 

 Snow Cover Product 

 CCRS NOAA MODIS CMC 

Snow cover > 10% fraction 

of snow cover 

3 (snow) 10% fraction of 

snow cover 

>= 2 cm snow 

depth 

Snow free <= 10% fraction 

of snow cover 

1 (land) <= 10% 

fraction of 

snow cover 

< 2 cm snow 

depth 

 

 

6 Result Analysis and Discussion 
 

In this section, we present both a qualitative comparison of snow cover indicator maps generated from 

the snow cover products (CCRS, NOAA, and MODIS) and a quantitative annual averages of indicators 

from these products as well as the CMC product over Canadian climate regions. 

 

6.1 Visual interpretation of spatial distribution 

Figures 2 and 3 show SCMD for 2006 and SCOD for 2007 respectively.   Although only one set (one 

year) of snow cover melt and onset maps are shown, the spatial distributions of these indicators of other 

years are very similar.  The maps show a general agreement for the relative between climate zone 

patterns of both indicators.  For all three products SCMD (SCOD) shows a transition from early (late) 

dates in the southern zones (Atlantic Canada, Great Lakes St. Lawrence and Prairies) to later (earlier) 

dates in the forested climate zones and the interior lower lying regions of the South British Columbia  
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a)  
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Figure 2.  Spatial distribution of snow cover melt date in 2006 

generated from a) CCRS b) IMS c) MODIS 
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of snow cover onset date in 2006 

generated from 
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Mountains zone to the latest (earliest) dates in the Arctic zones.   However, there are some differences 

evident between products.  Firstly, the CCRS indicators have much less spatial detail than the NOAA 

and NASA products suggesting they do not put sufficient weight on AVHRR inputs.  Moreover, the 

CCRS indicators show early (late) melt (onset) over the Rocky and West Coast Mountain ranges 

compared to NOAA and NOAA.  Examination of the CMC snow depth fields (not shown) indicate that 

they also show this artifact due to the absence of in-situ stations at high altitudes.  Again, the CCRS 

product seems to be placing insufficient weight on the locally relevant higher resolution AVHRR inputs 

in favour of the 24km CMC snow depth and climate inputs.  The CMC product also tends to show an 

unrealistically late onset over the north east coast (Labrador Peninsula).  Again, this may be due to the 

reliance on in-situ measurements on Newfoundland for CMC snow depth model estimates of snow depth 

over this region that, in-turn, propagate to the CCRS indicators.  Other systematic biases tend to be 

related to land cover related issues.  The NOAA product shows an unrealistically late (early) melt(onset) 

date over regions near waterbodies and lakes.  This may be due to an overemphasis on visual 

interpretation over regions that are dominated by lake or river ice phenology or, for onset, due to the use 

of coarse (>20km) resolution passive microwave imagery that will respond strongly to ice cover within 

a pixel.  In summary, the visual assessment suggests the least potential for artifacts in the MODIS based 

indicators if one is concerned about within climate zone SCMD or SCOD while there is general 

agreement between the three indicators across climate zones except in areas dominated by mountains. 
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6.2 Snow cover indicator inter-comparison over Canadian climate regions 
 

Figures 4 and 5 show the deviation from the annual climate zone mean SCMD and SCOD across all 

products.  For clarity the deviations are discussed in terms of the three major climate zone groupings 

(“southern zone” 1,2,5; “forest zones” 3,4; “mountainous zones” 6,7,8; and “northern zones” 9,10, 11).   

These deviations are of interest when assessing the potential use of these data for snow cover indicators.  

For example, a constant difference between two products for all (or most) years would indicate that they 

would both provide the same indicator trend.  Random differences between products indicate that that 

at least one product (and possibly more) has a random error component.  However, systematic trends in 

deviations cannot be assigned any weight both due to the relatively short five year comparison and due 

to the small ensemble of only four products.  

 

6.2.1 Snow cover melt and onset 

The southern zones show modest deviations in SCMD (<5days in most cases) with the larger (5 days to 

10 days) values typically corresponding to systematic product deviations across most years and zones 

(e.g. MODIS is always ~5days above the mean in zone 1, and ~3% below the mean in zone 5; NOAA 

is about 5days above the mean in zone 5).  CCRS and CMC products most frequently show the smallest 

deviation.  SCOD shows larger deviations between products for these three zones than SCMD by a 

factor of almost 2 on average.  However, the largest  
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Figure 4.  Deviation from the averaged snow cover melt date  

(aggregated by climate zone)  
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Figure 5.  .    Deviation from the averaged snow cover onset date (aggregated by climate zone)  
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deviations are almost always systematic (e.g. MODIS is biased above the mean by ~8days for zone 1); 

2006 in zone 2 being the only exception (CCRS shows a positive bias and MODIS a negative bias on 

the order of 5days).  Taken together these results suggest that all indicators are reasonably consistent for 

SCMD and SCOD over the southern zones with a random error of under 5 days. 

 

The forested zones show similar magnitude deviations as the southern zones but the deviations are 

extremely systematic with product.  For SCMD, MODIS shows a positive deviation on the order of 5 to 

10 days while CMC and CCRS show negative deviations on the order of 5days and the NOAA falls 

close to the mean deviation.  SCOD shows nearly the opposite pattern in deviations although for zone 4 

the NOAA product now shares the positive deviation seen with CMC and CCRS.  The systematic 

difference between deviations observed for MODIS versus other products clearly indicate a bias in snow 

cover labelling over forests between MODIS.  At the same time the systematic nature of deviations 

across products indicates that temporal trends of indicators derived from them are expected to be stable 

over time. 

 

The mountainous zones indicate large (>10d) but consistent deviations for both SCMD and SCOD 

between products for the southern two zones and more modest (<10d) but again consistent deviations 

for the Yukon and North British Columbia zone.  For example, with respect to SCMD, both NOAA and 

CCRS differ from MODIS by between 25days to 75days in the southern two zones. Similar patterns of 

differences are seen for SCOD for zone 7 with the other two zones showing systematic but smaller 

(<10d) deviations.   In contrast to the large difference to MODIS, the CCRS and NOAA deviations are 

generally similar (within 15days for SCMD and 10 days for SCOD).  Considering that these products 

are based on significantly different algorithms (data assimilation versus visual interpretation) it is 

unlikely that the similarity is due to chance alone.  These results are in some sense in opposition to the 

visual assessment that suggested that MODIS and NOAA were more similar than CCRS over 
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mountainous areas.  It is possible that MODIS again shows a bias to late melt and early onset seen over 

the forested zones but in this case the trend is pronounced.  The bias may also be due to MODIS being 

overly conservative in cloud screening so that snow is detected later than actual onset.  A third possibility 

is that MODIS is more accurate over mountains that all other products although this is somewhat 

unlikely considering that visual interpretation (NOAA) and automated mapping (CCRS) agree 

reasonably.   

 

Over the Arctic zones, deviations of indicators from mean annual values are modest (<10days) for zones 

9 and 10 and moderate (<15 days) for the high arctic zone 11.  As with the Mountain zones, the 

deviations are systematic for products except for 2006 for NOAA.  Moreover the CMC and CCRS 

products agree to within 5% in most cases.  The agreement of these two products suggest that the 

AVHRR inputs to the CCRS assimilation scheme provide little useful information in terms of snow melt 

and onset.  This may be due to the increased noise in the data at high latitudes due to shadowing related 

to acquisition geometry or simply the fact that melt and onset in the Arctic is well described using the 

CMC degree day model.  NOAA shows a persistent 5-10day negative bias for melt and >10day positive 

bias for onset for the high arctic.  This is possibly due to biases in visual interpretation over this region 

since similar biases are not seen over the more southern Arctic zones.  It is noteworthy that MODIS 

shows an opposite early bias in onset for this zone suggesting that interpretation of satellite imagery is 

non-trivial at such high latitudes.  In summary, the southern Arctic zone show good consistency among 

products for both SCOD and SCMD but the northern Arctic zone indicates relatively large biases for 

both NOAA and MODIS.   

 

Even considering the potential for rather large absolute deviations in SCOD and SCMD between 

products the deviations need to be placed in context of the interannual variation in these indicators within 

versus between climate zones.  .  For example Figure 6 shows scatter plots with 1:1 lines for both 
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indicators for the products based on snow cover input maps.  In this case, only the Pacific Coast (zone 

6) is problematic if one were to use these indicators to portray differences across climate zones rather 

than map within climate zone trends.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Inter-comparison of snow cover onset (upper right) and snow cover melt (lower left) 
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6.2.2 Snow cover duration in spring and in fall 

Figure 7 shows the comparison of snow cover duration in fall (counted from August 1 to January 31of 

next year – upper right), and snow cover duration in spring (counted from February to July – lower left) 

of the three snow cover products (CMC is not included since strictly speaking it does not map snow 

cover).  Unlike SCMD and SCOD, snow cover duration counts all dates in the period rather than looking 

for the earliest or latest consecutive set of snow covered or snow free mapped grid cells.  In this sense 

we expect better agreement between products for duration versus SCOD and SCMD.  As expected, the 

duration of snow cover is shorter in the south, and longer in the north, both for snow cover duration in 

fall and in spring.  Across all products, climate region 11 (Arctic Mountains & Fiords) has the longest 

snow cover duration, and followed by climate region 10 (Arctic Tundra).  CCRS and NOAA agree 

within 5% for both spring and fall duration with the exception of fall duration for zone 7 (Pacific coast).  

Zone 7 was previously identified as being problematic considering its relative small area that spans both 

a maritime climate (Victoria Island in the Pacific) and a coastal mountain range.  MODIS shows more 

scattered agreement with CCRS and NOAA for fall snow cover with larger than 10% differences for 

zone 1m 6 and 7.  Zone 1 and 7 are Maritime regions noted for cloud cover suggesting MODIS may 

have issues in cloudy areas.  Zone 6 includes forested mountains where the previous analysis of melt 

and onset dates indicated that MODIS was an outlier amongst the products.   Agreement between 

MODIS and other products improves somewhat for spring snow cover although MODIS still shows a 

large difference over the Pacific Coast zone 6.  
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Figure 7.  Inter-comparison of snow cover duration in fall (upper right) and in spring (lower left) 

         

 

 

7 Conclusions 
 

A comprehensive assessment of four standard snow cover indicators, snow cover onset date, snow melt 

onset date, fall snow cover and spring snow cover was conducted over Canada using four different input 

snow cover/depth datasets.  A five year period was used to capture natural variability in snow cover 
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phenology and product performance while minimizing the impact of long term changes in indicators.  

Comparisons were performed both visually and by climate zone. 

 

Visual comparisons suggest general agreement for CCRS, NOAA and MODIS indicators although the 

CCRS indicators clearly over smoothed in areas such as the Arctic and mountainous regions.  The over 

smoothing may be due to a combination of biases in the input CMC snow depth analysis due to the low-

lying location of most in-situ stations and the sparse northern coverage of stations.  The over smoothing 

also implies the AVHRR inputs to the CCRS algorithm are not exploited fully suggesting systematic 

issues with cloud screening of CCRS AVHRR imagery over cold surfaces.  While NOAA and MODIS 

showed very good agreement in pattern there were clear regions (mountains, Arctic) where one product 

was consistently biased in comparison to the other. 

 

Quantitative comparisons of SCMD and SCOD indicated either small (<5 day) deviations from the mean 

or systematic differences for a product when deviations were >5days.  This is encouraging for the use 

of these products to generate trends in indicators since it suggests that they are relatively stable over 

time.  However, except for the forested zones, agreement between products is not sufficient to produce 

within zone absolute indicators of melt and onset.  Nevertheless, the relatively large difference in melt 

and onset between zones suggests that the agreement rates are sufficient even if absolute indicator values 

were required to compare between different zones.  There is some concern that the MODIS based 

indicators produce a forward shift in the snow season considering that both the visually interpreted 

NOAA based indicators and the automated mapping CCRS based indicators show large (>20day and up 

to 75 day) differences with MODIS for melt and onset dates over mountains and in the Arctic.  It is 

possible this is due to the very conservative MODIS cloud screening algorithm that may be preferentially 

missing snow cover pixels during onset and that may be relying on persistence to map melt due to cloudy 

conditions in this period related to increased water on the landscape. 
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Quantitative comparison of spring and fall snow cover durations across products show better agreement 

than for SCMD and SCOD since they average over a greater time period.  As such, it may be useful to 

include both event based and duration based indicators to offer users options with differing levels of 

consistency across products. 

 

In summary, with the exception of Mountainous and high Arctic zones, all three satellite based products 

can provide temporal trends in indicators that should be stable in comparison to natural short term (5 

years in our study) variability in these quantities.  Moreover, the CCRS and NOAA indicators could be 

combined to provide a stable estimate of between zone differences in the absolute value of these 

indicators.  Further work is required to identify the cause of biases seen for MODIS base indicators and 

the lack of spatial detail of the CCRS indicators over mountainous and high arctic regions. 
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